
Synopsis 6 Quick Dick Tricks: 

This is the ALL NEW stand-alone sequel to the smash hit shows of Australia’s 
silliest psychic detective character… Dirk Darrow.  A unique character comedy / 
story-telling / mentalism show, think Sin City meets Naked Gun meets Derren 
Brown in a smokey back alley over a barrel of moonshine.  Follow self-
deprecating film-noir archetype Dirk Darrow as he navigates a trail of bodies to 
track down his culprit.  With lots and lots of jokes.   

6 Quick Dick Tricks may sound naughty, but is actually the third of Australian / 
American  Tim Motley's audacious and clever plays in the character of Dirk 
Darrow, private detective.  Each of these shows have been completely 
independent of each other in content and plot, yet retain the same themes and 
continuity.  Taken together, these 3 Dirk Darrow shows represent the literally the 
only theatrical productions in the world to the author’s knowledge to involve 
magic to tell a story that's about anything other than magic. In this case, it's about 
a serial killer.   

The Dirk Darrow character is a crazy multiple cross genre experiment that can 
only exist in the cultural melange that is Fringe.  This latest offering, unlike it’s 
predecessors, has more mentalism… putting the psychic back into the motif of 
psychic detective.  All the effects  in this show are tricks of the mind, and there 
are more of them than any other show in the performer’s history.  6 Quick Dick 
Tricks also stands out as a fish out of water story, placing   Dirk in the present 
time, rather than his own time of the 1930’s & 40’s.   

The last show, (2 Ruby Knockers, 1 Jaded Dick: A Dirk Darrow Investigation) has 
sold out at 12 festivals last year alone, has garnered many excellent critical 
reviews (4.5-5 stars), and 8 International Fringe Festival awards, including the 
top prize (BEST OF FEST) at North America’s largest Fringe Festival in 2015, the 
Edmonton Fringe.  Also, this show has sold out most of it’s runs in Australia at 
Perth Fringe, Adelaide Fringe, and Melbourne Comedy Fest.   

This show has just completed it’s first world tour to popular and critical success.   


